
                                               Minutes of VCV Committee meeting.

                                                         Held on 9th June 2023

Committee members present: Ron Fenn [RF] Chair, Julia Scott [JS] Vice Chair and Groups 
Coordinator, Nick Photi [NP] Vice Chair and General Meeting Manager, Dick Downs [DD]Temporary 
Secretary and E-news editor, Ken Pragnell [KP ] Treasurer, Gill Davies  [GD ] Speaker Coordinator, 
David Collins [DC] Webmaster, IT and Publicity,  Denise Rees [DR] Events liaison, Rosemary Yates [RY ]
Membership Secretary, Lyn Brandrith [LB], Bob Gettleson [BG]

1.Apologies. Lynda Maris , Minute Secretary 

2.Acceptance of the May CM minutes. Approved.

3. Matters arising. RF proposed that a copy of the 2023/2/23 Annual report plus the Treasurers 
Report and Accounts for that year be placed on the notice board so that members had an early view. 
These would also be circulated to members before the AGM in October. The accounts would be pre 
examination but KP felt that there would be no need for any changes. 

RF thanked all in the committee for their assistance in setting up and running the May Coronation 
meeting. He had received very favourable comments from members.  DC stated that additional 
photographs of the meeting were shown on the website.

4. Membership. RY confirmed that the current total was 374 which was below previous membership 
levels. There had been a degree of non renewals due to a variety of reasons. The free membership in 
2021/22 had probably presented a false figure of active members and the current level was the more
accurate view. RY is away for the June GM and DD has offered to handle the collection of 
membership cards plus the receipt of any membership applications DD.

5. New members. RY provided application forms to those who came as visitors at the May GM and it 
is hoped that these will be handed in as in 4 above. KP has managed to get agreement from Abbotts 
Langley PC for the VCV recruitment poster to be shown on their website. RF has posted the Welcome
letter and VCV Basic Guide to the last batch of new members. It was recognized that new members 
are a priority as they will bring fresh ideas into the VCV. Ideally they would be new retirees.

6 Committee Succession. BG was formally coopted on to the committee. He has agreed to shadow 
DC on Webmaster activities; DC is standing down after the October AGM. RF asked if LB would take 
on the Secretary role ; he emphasised that this will be on a phased basis so that she had time to 
understand how the different requirements have to be met. This will be discussed further at the June
GM. LB will use the VCV laptop for this purpose but will ensure that it is available for recording 
attendance at GMs. This ensures that the 2023/24 committee post the October AGM  has three key 
members in place ie Webmaster, Secretary and Treasurer. 

7.June General Meeting. NP and GD are both away. NP as Meetings Manager went through a 
checklist in order to ensure that all of the activities in the meeting are covered. There was some 
doubt about who would provide the tea and coffee; to be clarified by JS JS.

8. Finance. The Membership Account has now been transferred to the General account bar a small 
residue; this was preplanned as the account was opened solely to make deposits of membership fees
easier. KP will be away for most of July and it will be up to RF and JS to handle payments in his 
absence RF and JS.  KP reported that transactions in May were in line with expectations. As he would



be away for much of July the next updated forecast will be presented at the August CM. He asked the
committee to examine the text of his 2022/23 Treasurers Report and also the Accounts for that year. 
The committee gave a vote of thanks to KP for his very efficient handling of VCV finances during that 
period.

9.Groups. JS stated that two groups [ Chess and Engineering ] required organisers plus added 
membership. It was recognized by the committee that this could be for a variety of reasons but 
indicative of the general need to bring in new and younger retirees as members.

The committee discussed the implications of groups using self employed tutors, the advice given by 
TAT on this subject, the taxation checks required by HM Revenue and Customs and the effect on TAT 
provided insurance cover. This was the basis for defining some groups as affiliated and they are 
described as such in the current Groups Directory. The group organisers affected are aware of the 
reasons for this following an email from RF. The committee approved the draft Affiliated Groups 
Policy as presented prior to the meeting. Members using such groups would not be covered by the 
insurance provided by TAT during the time that they were engaged in the activities of the groups.

10 Events. DS summarised the position regarding sales for the remaining day trips and theatre visits 
this year. There is concern at the low level of interest in the Wimbledon trip and a sales push will be 
introduced to improve sales before the booking confirmation date of the 26 June. Otherwise all of 
the other events are proceeding satisfactorily in terms of members interest and ticket sales.

11.Newsletter and E-news. Tina Photi has produced another quality edition. RF reiterated that the 
contributors are responsible for the quality and accuracy of the items submitted. The committee 
expressed confidence in TP as editor. There will be a short break in the production of E-news where 
the future format is reviewed. RF felt that a reminder of event details and dates has benefited VCV 
members and especially as E-news is circulated between the monthly issue of the Newsletter. It 
would also be of help for early notification of new activities or anything that could not wait until the 
next edition of the Newsletter.

12 Website. DC reminded the committee that the existing website and other media options had not 
received a great deal of interest from members. However as TAT are introducing a new website 
platform an opportunity arises to give this a fresh impetus. A key requirement is that all members  
have the appropriate user name and password to gain access. RF asked DC and BG to carry out a 
preliminary review of the new TAT system.DC and BG. RF recognized that a new website may not 
lead to a greater degree of interest but suggested that it was a sensible provision for the future if 
Beacon was unable to distribute the Newsletter as an email attachment.

13 AOB. RF will be away for the August CM; NP will chair the meeting.NP




